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ARTICLE NO. 0141
CORRIGENDUM
 .Volume 178, Number 2 1995 , in the article ``Growth of Linear Semi-
groups II,'' by Jan Okninski, pages 561]580.Â
 .The description of arbitrary linear semigroups S : M K of polynomialn
growth, over a field K, given in our paper, depends on a reduction to the
case of almost unipotent semigroups, resulting from the assertion of
w xLemma 2 in 1 . However, this assertion is not true in full generality. It
says that if G is a group which is the intersection of S with a maximal
 .subgroup D of the monoid M K , and H is a closed normal subgroup ofn
 .G, then there exist t G 1 and a homomorphism f : S ª M K such thatt
 . w xf G ( GrH. The proof, using 2, Theorem 6.4 , shows only that a
 .  . 2  .homomorphism f : S ª M K exists with ker f : H, f s f g f Gt
 .  .diagonal and f H equal to the set of diagonal matrices of f G :
 .  . fM K f , and in fact consisting of scalar matrices in fM K f. In particu-t t
 .  .lar, it follows also that if H : SL K , where D is identified with GL Kr r
 . .for the appropriate r G 1, then f H is trivial. Therefore, in the proof of
w xthe main results of our paper and 1 , we do not get a reduction to almost
unipotent semigroups. More work must be done because of the possible
existence of nontrivial scalar matrices. As shown below, linear methods
 .cannot be used directly because the monoid M K rm, where m is then
 .congruence on M K defined by amb if a s lb for some nonzero l g K,n
is not linear. A corrected result will appear elsewhere.
 .EXAMPLE. Let S : M Q be the multiplicative semigroup of all matri-2
ces of rank at most one. S is completely 0-simple with a Rees presentation
 .S s M Q*, X, Y, P , where Y is the set of all reduced row echelon forms
of nonzero matrices of S, X is the transpose of Y, and the sandwich matrix
 .  .P s p is such that p is equal to the 1, 1 -entry of the matrixy x y g Y , x g X y x
 .yx. Consider the sequence y of elements of Y with the first row 1, n ,n
n s 1, 2, . . . , and the sequence of elements x of X with the first columnn
 . t  .1,y 1rn , n s 1, 2,. . . . It is clear that the submatrix Q s q of Pi j i, jG1
determined by these sequences satisfies q s 0 and q / 0 for i / j. Leti i i j
 4  .  .f : Q* ª 1 be the trivial homomorphism. Let f P s p , where p s 0Ã Ãy x
if p s 0 and p s 1 otherwise. It is easy to see that the determinant ofÃ
Ã  .every submatrix Q s q , n ) 1, is nonzero. Let S9 sÃn i j i, js1, . . . , n
 4  ..M 1 , X, Y, f P . The above implies that the contracted semigroup ring
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w x  .Q S9 contains subalgebras isomorphic to the matrix algebras M Q for0 n
all n G 1.
 4Let e g X l Y be the unique idempotent. Then G s eSe _ 0 is a
 .maximal subgroup of S, G ( Q*. Suppose that p : S ª M Q is a homo-t
 .morphism such that p G is trivial. Then p factors through S9. This is a
w xcontradiction because p determines a homomorphism of algebras Q S0
 .ª M Q .t
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